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Abstract—Performance of data streaming applications is
co-determined by both networking and computing resources, and
therefore they should be co-scheduled and co-allocated in an
integrated and coordinated way. Dynamic control of resource
scheduling and allocation is required, because unilateral
redundancy in either networking or computing resources may
result in the overprovision of it and the other may become a
bottleneck. To avoid resource shortage as well as overprovision, in
this paper, a virtualized platform is utilized to implement data
streaming and processing. In this platform, fuzzy logic controllers
are designed to allocate CPU resources; iterative bandwidth
allocation is applied and is processing- and storage-aware to
guarantee on-demand data provisioning. Experimental results
show that our approach leads to higher application performance
as well as higher resource utilization, compared with other
resource scheduling and allocation methods.
Index Terms—virtualization, data streaming,
scheduling and allocation, fuzzy logic control.

resource

Note to Practitioners—Data streaming has become an important
paradigm in many business and scientific applications, such as
fraud detection in banking industry and gravitational-wave
observation in astronomy. In this paper, we apply virtualization to
provide better support for these applications, leveraging its
advantage in resource on-demand allocation. A novel dynamic
control method is proposed so that CPU and bandwidth can be
co-scheduled and co-allocated since for data streaming
applications these resources are tightly coupled from the
performance perspective. In this control method, fuzzy logic
control is applied for CPU allocation and an iterative algorithm is
adopted for processing-, congestion- and storage-aware
bandwidth allocation. We use fuzzy control because it does not
rely on the mathematical modeling of an object and can
implement human experts’ heuristic knowledge via IF-THEN
rules. Therefore it is desirable in our data streaming scenario, due
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to the variable coupling and heavily nonlinear nature of the
system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ata streaming and processing has become more important
in many business and scientific applications. Such
applications require efficient transmission of data from/to
distributed sources. It is often not feasible to store the entire
data before subsequent processing because of the limited
storage and high volumes of data to be processed. Most
applications run continuously and require efficient use of
computational resources to carry out processing in a timely
manner [1]. An example is the LIGO (Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observatory) [2] which aims at the
detection of gravitational waves emitted from space sources.
LIGO data analysis streams terabytes of data per day from
observatories for real-time processing using scientific
workflows [3]. This is a typical scenario in many scientific
applications where data processing is continuously conducted
over remote streams as if data were always available from local
storage.
In our previous work [6], we have already demonstrated that,
in data streaming applications, unilateral redundancy of either
CPU or bandwidth does not necessarily lead to high
throughput; on the other hand, shortage of either may also
negatively impact the throughput. This reveals the tight
coupling between CPU and bandwidth from the performance’s
perspective. Therefore it is required to allocate computing and
networking resources in order to reach a balance between high
throughput and high resource utilization. Virtualization
technology which can dynamically provision virtual machines
(VMs) [5], is a natural choice for resource management [4] in
this scenario.
The contribution of this work is twofold. First a new
co-scheduling framework is proposed on a virtualized
platform, so that CPU and bandwidth can be co-allocated for
LIGO streams processing. Such co-scheduling addresses the
impact of the interplay between CPU and bandwidth on the
system performance. Second, a fuzzy-logic based, closed-loop
feedback control [7] method is devised for the aforementioned
co-scheduling framework. Using this method we control VMs’
CPU allocation by configuring VMs dynamically according to
resource utilization, and iteratively allocate bandwidth by
closely watching processing and storage status.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
formulates the data streaming and processing problem, and
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Sections 3 and 4, fuzzy allocation of CPU resources and
iterative bandwidth allocation are discussed, respectively.
Experimental results are illustrated in Section 5 to show
performance evaluation of our approach using a gravitational
wave data analysis application. Section 6 discusses related
work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

applications), as illustrated in Fig. 1. While our previous work
was focused on resource sharing among multiple physical
machines [1], in this work, a virtualized environment is
deployed, which brings new challenges on dynamic control.
Resources in a Virtualized Environment
Bandwidth

II. DATA STREAMING AND PROCESSING
A. Data Streaming Applications
Many existing scientific applications require data streaming
and processing in a real time manner. Data sources can be
large-scale simulators or observatories, with megabytes of data
generated per second and terabytes of data aggregated per day.
Data are usually streamed to remote processing nodes for
various analyses. For these processing nodes, it is not feasible
to store all data since new data constantly arrive and consumes
local store space. Therefore, after data are processed and
become obsolete, they need to be removed for newly arrival
data. This typical scenario results in a tightly coupled
relationship among computing, storage and networking
resources.
For example, a LIGO gravitational wave data analysis
application reads in two data streams from two remote LIGO
observatories (one in Washington State and the other in
Louisiana State) and calculates correlation coefficients that can
be used to characterize similarity of two data curves. If two
signals from two observatories occur simultaneously with
similar curves, it would be likely that a gravitational wave
candidate is detected. LIGO data are archived in specially
formatted binary files, i.e., Gravitational Wave Framefiles
(gwf). Each file is composed with 16s or 256s of data from
multiple channels of an observatory. A LIGO data analysis
application usually involves multiple data streams (series of
small data files) from multiple observatories. LIGO data are
archived in LIGO data grid [43] nodes which cannot provide
enough computing resources for directly local data analysis.
LIGO tries to benefit from open computing resources such as
the Open Science Grid (OSG) [44]. While abundant computing
resources are available in OSG, no LIGO data are available on
OSG node. It becomes crucial to stream LIGO data from LIGO
data grid nodes to OSG resources for large-scale processing.
Data streaming and processing become essential for LIGO data
analysis [38][39].
LIGO data analysis applications are developed using
different operating and programming environments. In order to
achieve finer-grained resource scheduling and higher
utilization of computing resources, multiple applications have
to further share one physical machine, and thus virtualization
become the enabling technology. A virtualized environment
can host multiple such data streaming applications. One single
virtual machine (VM) provides a predictable and controllable
run-time environment for each application. All computing,
storage and networking resources on a virtualized platform can
be shared among multiple VMs (and ultimately multiple
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Fig. 1. An illustration of resource sharing in a virtualized environment
among multiple data streaming applications.

The local storage plays a key role correlating networking and
computing resources. If no data is available, computing
resources will be idle. If the allocated local storage is full for an
application, data streaming cannot be carried out and
networking resources cannot be utilized. At any time t, for a
data streaming application i, if the amount of data in local
storage, denoted as Qi(t), is higher than a certain level (e.g., a
block as explained later), data processing is triggered. Qi(t) is
co-determined by both data provisioning and processing since
new data will be streamed to local storage while processed data
will be cleaned up afterwards. The amount of output data (e.g.
statistical values) is usually minor and ignored when we
calculate local storage.
The amount of data in storage varies over time and can be
described using the following differential equation:
Q i (t ) = transpeed i (t ) −d i (t )
(1)
Qi (0 ) = 0
, where Q i (t ) , transpeedi(t) and di(t) stand for the derivative of
Qi(t), assigned transferring bandwidth and processing speed for
data stream i.
If there are data available in the local storage, an indicator,
denoted as Readyi for the application i, is set to be 1, otherwise
Readyi is 0. So di(t) can be described as:
⎧ 0，Readyi = 0
d i (t ) = ⎨
⎩ > 0，Readyi = 1
B. Performance Metrics
For data streaming applications, data throughput is the most
important performance metric. Meanwhile resource utilization
should be also considered.
Real Processing Speed (RPS): the actual data processing
speed given by di(t)
Theoretic Processing Speed (TPS): the data processing
speed the allocated CPU resources can generate if there were
always
sufficient
data
provisioned,
denoted
as
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procspeedi(t,Ci(t)), where Ci(t) stands for the allocated CPU
resource for application i at time t. Relationship between
procspeedi(t,Ci(t)) and Ci(t) must be determined with system
identification and it is obvious that procspeedi(t,Ci(t)) is a
non-decreasing function of Ci(t), where Ci(t) mainly refers to a
proportion of CPU cycles as explained later.
Real Throughput (RTP): given a data provisioning scheme,
the actual amount of data processed in a given period of time.
Theoretic Throughput (TTP): the amount of data
processed in a given period of time if there were always enough
data provisioning.
Scheduling CPU, storage and bandwidth resources is carried
out periodically to deal with dynamic nature of resources and
applications, and each period is referred to as a scheduling
period. Suppose the length of a scheduling period is M, and for
the hth scheduling period, the following formulas are
straightforward:

()

(

d i t ＝d i t , C i ( t )

TTPi , h =

=

0，Re ady i = 0
procspeed i t , C i ( t ) ，Re ady i =1

(

)

hM
procspeedi t ,Ci ( t ) dt
∫
( h −1)M

(

)

RTPi , h =

hM
d i t ,Ci ( t ) dt
∫
( h −1)M

(

)

From (1):
RTPi , h =

{

)=

(

)

hM
.
∫
transpeedi ( t )−Qi ( t ) dt
( h −1) M

hM
∫
transpeedi ( t )dt + Qi (( h −1)M )−Qi ( hM )
t =( h −1) M

Define utilization of computing resource (UC in short) as
UCi , h =

RTPi , h
TTPi , h

(2)

i.e.,
hM

∫ transpeedi ( t ) dt + Qi (( h −1) M )−Qi ( hM )

UC i , h =

t =( h−1 ) M

(3)

hM

∫ procspeedi ( t ) dt

t =( h−1 ) M

, denoting to what extent the allocated compute resource is
utilized.
RTPi,h can be defined in another form as:
RTPi ,h =

∫ procspeedi (t )dt

(4)

Ωi , h

where Ωi,h stands for the time fragment when processing is
going on and then utilization can be redefined in another way
as:
UCi ,h =

Ωh
M

(5)

Note that (5) implies that TPSi,h is a constant in a scheduling
period with given CPU resources.
UC can be defined also as the ratio of RPS to TPS. The
problem is to allocate proper amount of CPU resource to
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generate RPS approaching TPS as much as possible given the
data supply scheme. It is obvious that redundant CPU resource
will make a TPS much larger than RPS, which implies
underutilization of computing resources. If available
bandwidth is limited, RPS will be zero at most time with
redundant CPU cycles for lack of data to process. This
dependency between data provision and processing make it
necessary to allocate compute resources on demand so as to
make RPS as close to TPS as possible.

III. CPU ALLOCATION WITH FUZZY CONTROL
CPU allocation is implemented using a fuzzy control
approach on top of virtualization technology, where the
virtualization provides an isolated run-time environment and
the fuzzy control addresses appropriate resource configuration
in a virtualized environment.
A. Virtualization with Xen
Recent progress on virtualization technology makes it
possible for resource isolation and performance guarantee for
each data streaming application. Virtualization provides a layer
of abstraction in distributed computing environment, and
separates physical hardware with operating system, so as to
improve resource utilization and flexibility.
Xen [36], an open source hypervisor, is use to build the
virtualized environment. With Xen, configuration of VMs can
be dynamically adjusted to optimize performance. The CPU of
a VM is called virtual CPU, often abbreviated as VCPU. The
quota of physical CPU cycle a VCPU will get is determined by
two parameters, i.e., cap and weight. The cap value defines the
maximum percentage of the CPU that can be used by the VM;
when multiple VMs compete for one CPU, their weight values
define their proportion in getting the shared CPU. For example,
a VCPU with a weight of 128 can obtain twice as many CPU
cycles as one whose weight is 64, while 50 as a cap value
indicates that the VCPU will obtain 50% of a physical CPU’s
cycles. In this work, cap is adjusted dynamically according to
the measured utilization and pre-defined fuzzy rules as
described below.
B. Fuzzy Control
A fuzzy control system [37] is based on fuzzy logic related
with fuzzy concepts that cannot be expressed as true or false but
rather as partially true. A fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is
depicted in Fig. 2; it consists of an input stage, a processing
stage, and an output stage.
Some basic concepts are given below to help construct an
elementary understanding of fuzzy logic controllers and their
mechanism.
Universe of discourse is the domain of an input (output) to
(from) the FLC. Inputs and outputs must be mapped to the
universe of discourse by quantization factors (Ke and Kec in
Fig. 2) and scaling factor (Ku in Fig. 2), respectively, which
helps to migrate the fuzzy control logic to different problems
without any modification.
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and △UC. To compute the certainty value of the premise in the
corresponding IF premise THEN consequent rule(s), we take
the minimum between the certainty values of UC and △UC,
since the consequent cannot be more certain than the premise.
Fuzzification is to transform precise values of inputs into
fuzzy sets with corresponding membership functions, which is
indispensable for fuzzy inference. Outputs of fuzzy inference
must be transformed into a clear value by defuzzification.
Fig. 2. A fuzzy logic controller. The input variables in a fuzzy control
system are in general mapped into fuzzy sets, where an input variable
may be mapped into several fuzzy sets with corresponding truth values
determined by the membership functions. This process is called
fuzzification. All the rules that apply are invoked, using the
membership functions and truth values obtained from the inputs, to
determine the result of the rule. This result in turn will be mapped into
a membership function and truth value controlling the output variable.
These results are combined to give a specific answer by a procedure
known as defuzzification.

Linguistic variables describe the inputs and output(s) of a
fuzzy controller. These linguistic variables are a natural way
resembling human thoughts to handle uncertainties. Linguistic
variables involved in this work include the input of the fuzzy
controller, UC and△UC and the output of the fuzzy controller,
a proportional factor (PF).
Linguistic values are used to describe characteristics of the
linguistic variables. Very low, low, medium, high and very
high are the linguistic values for UC, while those for △UC and
PF are NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM and PB, where N, P, B, M, S
and ZE are abbreviations of negative, positive, big, medium,
small and zero, respectively, and the combination of them just
takes on a degree of truth. Different from classical mathematics,
in fuzzy world, this is represented as a continuous value
between 0 to 1, and 0.5 indicates we are halfway certain. The
mapping from a numeric value to a degree of truth for a
linguistic value is done by the membership function.
Linguistic rules form a set of IF premise THEN consequent
rules to map the inputs to output(s) of a fuzzy controller, i.e., to
guide the fuzzy controller’s actions. These rules are defined in
terms of linguistic variables, different from the numerical
input-or-output of the classical controller. A linguistic rule for
example is: IF UC is high AND △UC is NB THEN PF is NB.
Rule-base holds a set of IF-THEN rules as a part of the
controller, dictating how to achieve PF according to the
fuzzified linguistic values of UC and △UC.
Membership functions quantify the certainty an UC and △
UC value to be associated with a certain linguistic value.
Except for the membership of linguistic value very low for UC,
we use symmetric triangles of an equal base and 50% overlap
with adjacent MFs. Unlike traditional set theory, in fuzzy set
theory underlying fuzzy control theory, set membership is not
binary but continuous to deal with uncertainties. Thus, a fuzzy
input or output may belong to more than one set—maximum
two adjacent sets in our MFs—with different certainty values.
Inference mechanisms in Fig. 2 determine which rules will
be applied at the kth sampling point, based on the fuzzified UC

C. Linguistic Variables and Fuzzy Rules
As for the FLC proposed in this paper, the inputs are the
observed resource utilization UC as defined in (2) or (5) and the
derivative of it, △UC. Although it has two inputs, essentially it
is a single input controller since △UC can be derived from UC,
△UC=UC(k)-UC(k-1).
The output of the fuzzy controller for application i in the hth
scheduling period is a proportional factor, denoted as PFi,h. At
the hth scheduling period, given inputs UC and △UC, suppose
the relevant fuzzy sets of output form a set denoted as Mi,h with
membership denoted as Mi,h(u), where u∈Ui,h and Ui,h is the
universe of discourse, then the output can be calculated as
(6)
PF = M ( u ) udu
M ( u ) du
i ,h

∫

∫

i,h

U i ,h

i ,h

U i ,h

Suppose the initial caps of each application are Ci,0, in the hth
scheduling period, the cap will be

(

)

C i , h = C i , h −1 + PFi , h −1 −1 CapScale, h ≥ 1

(7)

where CapScale is the varying scale of the allocated cap. PFi,h
is adjusted every scheduling period, so it is adaptive to the
varying situations. Relationship between the allocated cap and
procspeed is a linear model, as described later in Section V.

( )=

procspeed h

p
q
∑ a procspeed ( h − l ) + ∑ bm Cap( h − m )
l
l =1
m =1

(8)

Triangular membership functions are adopted for inputs UC
and △UC and output PF, as shown in Fig. 3.
Table I provides a summary of fuzzy rules. A low utilization
implies that the allocated CPU quota should be decreased to
release redundant compute resources without reducing the
ultimate throughput; meanwhile extremely high utilization
indicates that more CPU resources are required to increase
processing efficiency. When the utilization is very low, low or
medium, the generated PF should be less than 1 while the very
high utilization requires a PF lager than 1. To avoid oscillation,
△UC should also be paid attention. When the utilization is far
away from the settled point (80% here), the adjustment can be
big. Then the PF in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd columns in Table I will be
NB (negatively big) while in the last column it is PB (positively
big). When the utilization falls to the high area, more careful
adjustment is required, as shown in the 4th column in Table I.
For example, when △UC is NS, PF is also NS; and when △UC
is ZE, PF is also ZE, which means that no adjustment is
required so as to keep a stable status.
From Table 1, it can be seen that these fuzzy rules are simple
but robust. It can guarantee a rapid convergence to the settled
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point without stable state errors, which is a required
characteristic for control systems as shown in experimental
results included in Section V.
low

very low

1
0.8

medium

high

very high

0.6

5

A FLC receives UC and △UC and outputs the caps of CPU
for each application and then procspeed is determined using (8).
An iterative bandwidth allocation (IBA) is implemented as
described in Section IV to decide transpeed. UC at the next
scheduling period is obtained with (2) or (5). In such a way, the
control system works and dynamic resource allocation is
implemented for virtualization.
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Input variable UC

Fig. 4.
Dynamic control of CPU and bandwidth resource
co-scheduling and co-allocation.

IV. ITERATIVE BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION

Fig. 3. Triangular membership functions of inputs UC and △UC and
output PF. Linguistic values of UC include very-low, low, medium,
high and very-high, indicating CPU utilization. Both input △UC and
output PF adopt triangular membership functions with linguistic
variables of NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM and PB. The universe of
discourse of △UC falls to the scope of -0.4 to 0.4, which is based on
our empirical observation. It is also the case for PF where the universe
of scope is set to 0.6 to 1.4.

Since data are streamed to local storage through network,
multiple data streams need to share the total bandwidth of the
virtualized environment, denoted as I. The individual data
streams, called sessions, denoted as s, form a set S. Each
session will be assigned with a bandwidth xs (i.e., transpeed in
Section II), where xs ∈Xs, Xs =[bs, Bs] and bs >0, Bs <∞. bs
stands for the least bandwidth required for session s, while Bs is
the highest bandwidth of the connection from the
corresponding data source to session s. Session s has a utility
function Us(xs) that is assumed to be concave, continuous,
bounded and increasing in the interval [bs, Bs]. We try to
maximize the sum of the utilities of all the sessions,
maintaining fairness among them. The problem can be
described as follows.
max ∑ U s ( xs )
s∈S

s.t.

TABLE I. FUZZY RULES

PF

△
UC

NB
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PB

s∈S

UC
very low

NB

low

NB

∑x

medium

high

very high

NB

NB
NM
NS
ZE
PS
PM
PB

PB

D. Resource Co-scheduling and Co-allocation
Dynamic control of resource co-scheduling and
co-allocation for data streaming applications is illustrated in
Fig. 4. CPU and bandwidth resources are co-allocated by the
actuator ACT. The transfer function G from allocated CPU and
bandwidth resources to utilization UC is not available, for the
two inputs are tightly coupled with each other. Fortunately, this
transfer function is not indispensable for our fuzzy allocation
scheme.

s

≤I

xs ∈ X s

Variables Us and Ls are the pre-defined upper and lower
bounds of data volume in storage for session s to control the
pause and resuming of data transfers, i.e., when the data
volume in storage of s reaches the upper bound, data transfer is
halted and when this volume reaches the lower bound, transfer
is resumed. By this means data transfer may be intermittent
rather than continuous, so as to be storage aware, to avoid data
overflow while guaranteeing data provisioning.
According to the amount of data in storage, there are two
possible transfer states for each s at any time, i.e., active and
inactive. All active sessions form a set, called SA, and it is
obvious that this set is varying because transfer states of
sessions are changing. At every sampling time k, status of
transfer s can be determined by data amount in storage and the
previous status:
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status s , k

⎧1, amount s , k −1 <U s , status s , k −1 =1
⎪0,
amount s , k −1 ≥U s
= ⎨
0 , amount s , k −1 > Ls , status s , k −1 = 0
⎪⎩ 1,
amount s , k −1 ≤ Ls

, where statuss,k and amounts,k stand for status of transfer and
data amount in storage for session s at the kth sampling time,
respectively. The initial condition is statuss,0 =1 and
amounts,0=0. We only allocate bandwidth for active
transmissions, so the bandwidth constraint becomes:
x ≤I.

∑

s∈S A

s

An iterative optimization algorithm is proposed as follows.
While s ∈SA

( k +1)

otherwise,

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Experiment Configuration
VMs are set up on a HP DL580G5 server with 4 Intel CPUs
containing 16 Xeon E7310 cores and 8 GB memories for LIGO
data streaming applications. Data items are streamed to the
VMs from remote data sources. LIGO data streams are
composed with numerous small data files, each containing
observational data acquired in 16 seconds. Here 1,188 pairs of
LIGO data files from two observatories with the total amount of
4,354 MB are used in the experiment as sample data. In the
following experiments, these data are utilized periodically
when needed.
To reveal the mathematical relationship between the
processing speed and the allocated computing resources
(mainly the quota of CPU), system identification is carried out.
The makespans during which all the data pairs are processed
are shown in Fig. 5, from which it seems that allocated memory
has little impact on the makespan for this application.

xs(k +1) = 0, ∀s ∉ S A

Here, xs(k)is the bandwidth for session s ∈ S at the kth
sampling time. {αk} and {βk} are two positive sequences, βk∈
(0, 1). [·] Xs denotes a projection on the set Xs:

[y ]X

s

= min(Bs , max(bs , y ))

Makespan (s)

xs

⎧[xs(k ) +α kU ' (xs(k ) )]X if ∑ xs(k ) ≤ ρI
⎪
s s∈S A
=⎨
(k )
(
)
k
⎪⎩ [β k xs ]X s if s∈∑S A xs > ρI

6

U (⋅) is the sub-gradient of
'

∂U (⋅)
'
(k )
∑U (x ( ) ) and U (xs ) = ∂x (k )
k

s∈S A

s

s

s

And ρ is the so-called safety coefficient to avoid bandwidth
excess, where ρ∈ (0, 1).
This allocation algorithm is also processing-aware, since
statuss,k and amounts,k are affected by processing, i.e., SA is
associated with data processing. On the other hand, the
allocated bandwidth will also change UC to trigger the FLC to
adjust allocation of CPU resource. In this way, bandwidth and
CPU resources are co-scheduled and co-allocated.
Parameters in this iterative bandwidth allocation scenario,
such as αk, βk and ρ can be adjusted according to different
allocation principles, such as relative fairness and
the-most-needed-the-first. The most applied utility function is
logarithmic:
U s ( xs ) = ws ln (1 + xs )
, where ws is the weight of session xs and a larger ws implies a
bigger quota in the total available bandwidth.
Due to the coupling of data provisioning and processing, the
relationship between processing efficiency and allocated CPU
or bandwidth is heavily non-linear and is hard, if not impossible,
to be expressed with a closed-form formula. It is difficult to
apply traditional feedback control in absence of a precise model,
and that is why in Section III we proposed to use fuzzy control
as an alternative, due to its model-free nature.

Fig. 5. Makespans with different caps and memory sizes. Three VMs
are setup with 512 MB, 256 MB and 128 MB of memory, respectively.
The allocated caps for each VM range from 5% to 100%.

The processing speed is shown in Fig. 6 with the solid line.
Polynomial curve fitting is applied to generate a mathematical
function from the cap to processing speed, using the Least
Squares Method (LSM).
25
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Fig. 6. Processing speeds with different caps. Memory size for each
VM is set to 128 MB.

Figs. 5 and 6 infer that once the allocated cap exceeds 50%,
the same increase in CPU Cap will not gain so obvious benefit
as it does in the range of 5%-50%.
In our experiments, applications can be divided into two
categories: light and heavy ones. In light applications, data
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items are processed with small amount of computation while
heavy applications perform more complex data processing and
relatively larger amount of computational resources are
required. Heavy and light groups of applications are used as
benchmarks, each group with 5 applications. Total available
bandwidth I, set to 5, 10 and 15 Mbps, is shared among all
applications. Three values of CapScale, 3, 5 and 8, are
evaluated. Our allocation algorithm is evaluated for 100
scheduling periods. Each period lasts for 100 seconds in these
experiments.
Performance metrics include the output of the FLC (PF), the
utilization of each allocated computational resources (as define
in (1), UC), the allocated cap for each application and resource
usage (US) of CPU and bandwidth. Note that the usage of CPU
means the sum of allocated caps for each application, which is
different from the utilization defined in (1).
B. Resource Allocation and Utilization
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrates the proportional factor (PF),
allocated resources (UC), cap value (Cap) and resource usage
(US) values of heavy and light applications, respectively. As
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, light and heavy applications get
appropriate amount of CPU resources using our approach,
where the total bandwidth is 5 Mbps. In these cases, required
CPU resources of each application is far less than a whole
physical CPU, because the allocated caps of them are under
20% or even 10%. The total CPU utilization is also far less than
100%.
app1
app2
app3
app4
app5

1.3
1.2

PF

1.1

(c)

(d)
Fig. 7. Performance of heavy tasks. (a) Proportional factors; (b)
Utilization; (c) Allocated caps; (d) Resource usage.

Initial caps for each application are 10%. All the allocation
schemes are converged to a steady state. No steady state error
exists in each allocation scheme. Also in presence of sudden
changes of available resources, they can make a rapid response,
as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7. (to be continued)
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(b)
Fig. 8. (to be continued)
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(c)
(c)

(d)
(d)
Fig. 8. Performance of light tasks. (a) proportional factors; (b)
utilization; (c) allocated caps; (d) resource usage.

C. Robustness and Adaptability
Adaptability of the allocation algorithm is also tested. Total
available bandwidth jumps to 8 and 10 at the 30th and 60th
scheduling period, respectively. Performance metrics are used
the same as those in Figs 7-8, but here we only show results
with heavy tasks.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. (to be continued)

Fig. 9. Responsiveness to bandwidth changes with heavy tasks. (a)
proportional factors; (b) utilization; (c) allocated caps; (d) resource
usage.

As shown in Fig. 9, during the first 30 experimental periods,
results are the same as those included in Fig. 7. After 30 periods
when available bandwidth jumps, our control method can react
to bandwidth changes very fast. From the perspective of control
theory, this variance in bandwidth can be considered as a
disturbance, and Fig. 9 shows that the robustness, or
anti-disturbance capability of our approach, is satisfactory.
D. Parametric Convergence and Stability
As a routine in control system design, stability analysis is
indispensable because only stable systems can be applied. We
find that system stability is sensitive to some parameters, e.g.
CapScale in (7). A larger CapScale that results in a rapid
convergence to a steady state may also lead to performance
oscillation and instability. For example, when CapScale is set
to 8, light applications will not converge to a stable value. In
this case, the control system cannot work in a stable state, as
shown in Fig. 10. The reason is that even the smallest control
scale already exceeds required control power, so the system are
adjusted either above or below and never reach the stable
status.
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(b)

UC

Cap

(a)

(c)
Fig. 11. Performance of heavy tasks with a large CapScale. (a)
proportional factors; (b) utilization; (c) allocated caps.

(b)

E. Performance Comparison
Several other resource allocation schemes are developed in
comparison, as shown in Table II: iterative and even stands for
the way to allocate bandwidth among applications, in an
iterative way as described in Section IV or just to divide the
total bandwidth evenly; dynamic stands for CPU allocation
manner described in Section III, while fixed means that
allocated CPU resources for each application are constant.
Obviously, our approach belongs to Case 1.
(c)
Fig. 10. Performance of light tasks with a large CapScale. (a)
proportional factors; (b) utilization; (c) allocated caps.

Heavy tasks are not as sensitive to a large CapScale as light
ones since their tolerance to the smallest CapScale is higher. In
Fig. 11, CapScale is also set to 8. While some oscillation occurs,
the magnitude is very small. In our applications we set
CapScale from 3 to 5 based on our experience.
1.3

app1
app2
app3
app4
app5
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Fig. 11. (to be continued)
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TABLE II. ALGORITHM SETTINGS
Bandwidth
CPU
Case 1
Iterative
dynamic
Case 2
Iterative
Fixed
Case 3
Even
dynamic
Case 4
Even
Fixed

Some results are provided in Table III where performance
metrics from top to bottom are final throughput (i.e., the
volume of data processed during the experiment, and TP in
short), CPU usage and bandwidth (BD in short) usage in
percentage. Characters of H and L are abbreviations of heavy
and light, indicating the type of applications. Still experiments
are carried out for 100 periods and each period lasts for 100
seconds. Therefore, each scenario involves an upper limit of 50,
100 and 150Gb of data transfer, respectively, corresponding to
three total bandwidth settings, i.e., 5, 10, and 15Mb.
Our algorithm prevails in all the scenarios in Table III. For
example, using fewer resources, our algorithm obtains a higher
throughput. In the extreme case, i.e., Case 4 where the
bandwidth is evenly allocated and CPU resources are fixed, the
performance is not satisfactory despite the fact that their
resource consumption is substantial. The performance of Cases
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2 and 3 is better than Case 4, but still not as good as ours. This
result quantitatively validates our earlier assumption that
unilateral adjustment of bandwidth or CPU resources is not
sufficient enough to reach the goal of high throughput and high
utilization of resources simultaneously. Furthermore it justifies
our methodology to co-schedule bandwidth and CPU resources
in an integrated and coordinated way.

Index

Final
TP
(Mb)

CPU
Usag
e
(%)

BD
Usag
e
(%)

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Total Bandwidth (Mbps)
Case
5
10
15
1
49951
97080
117140
2
46542
77107
77269
H
3
46745
87495
104660
4
48566
80004
82296
1
49999
99994
134980
2
46569
94019
123458
L
3
47576
95018
124990
4
48967
94948
104458
1
40.17
77.76
98.81
2
50
50
50
H
3
39.16
66.09
91.88
4
50
50
50
1
9.79
20.74
31.93
2
50
50
50
L
3
9.76
19.90
28.93
4
50
50
50
1
93.49
91.50
81.77
2
93.08
77.11
51.51
H
3
92.90
87.08
80.10
4
90.13
80.00
54.86
1
92.14
92.02
89.99
2
93.14
93.14
90
L
3
91.41
90.50
83.33
4
93.24
91.99
80.33

VI. RELATED WORK
Stream processing [8] has been one of the major focuses of
database research in recent years, and some techniques, e.g.
Aurora [9] and TelegraphCQ [10], have been developed to deal
with continuous queries on data streams. These systems often
deal with light-weight data, i.e., the volume of each item in the
incoming stream is small and usually in-memory processing is
needed to yield an extremely low latency. Our work focuses on
scheduling data streaming jobs on virtualized resources.
Distributed computing techniques evolve from cluster, grid
to cloud computing [11]. Resource management and allocation
has been a key issue in these areas [12]. In cloud computing
with virtualization technology as the key enabler, virtual
machines [13] or virtual clusters [14] are basic units in
management, scheduling and optimization [15]. Tools
including Eucalyptus [16], VMPlants [17] and Usher [18] can
serve this management purpose. Some schedulers are
developed to support data streaming applications, e.g. GATES
[19] and Streamline [20], but they mainly concern on
computing resource allocation without taking bandwidth into
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account. Several projects such as EnLIGHTened [21],
G-lambda [22] and PHOSPHORUS [23] put emphases on
networking resources. They have the total control over a
dedicated optical network so that a deterministic path can be
obtained with advance reservation or on demand, while our
work uses a TCP/IP based shared network, such that bandwidth
is more of an issue. Streamflow [40] proposes a framework that
enhances a traditional scientific workflow infrastructure to
enable the stream processing capability, and resource allocation
is not discussed. In [41] a distributed and pipelined dataflow
execution system is proposed. The execution is optimized by
exploiting parallelism, load balancing and co-locating. In our
approach all the execution is in a virtual environment and we
have a unique requirement to harmonize computation and
bandwidth allocation.
Control theory has been successfully applied to optimize
performance or quality of service (QoS) for various computing
systems. An extensive summary of related work can be found
in the first chapter of this book [7]. Approaches such as
proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) control [24][25],
pole placement [26], linear quadratic regulator (LQR) [26] and
adaptive control [27][28] are applied in various systems. Most
of them require a precise model of the controlled object(s).
Using these approaches it is inevitable to establish differential
equation models that define the system response to inputs. This
is rather challenging in some cases including data streaming
applications, due to variable coupling and heavily nonlinear
property of the system. Fortunately, fuzzy control offers an
alternative, providing a formal technique to represent,
manipulate and implement human experts’ heuristic knowledge
for controlling an object via IF-THEN rules. Fuzzy control
does not rely on mathematical modeling of an object and
instead it establishes a direct nonlinear mapping between inputs
and outputs. This can significantly reduces the difficulty of a
control system’s design in our application scenario.
The first application of fuzzy control was introduced into
industry in 1974 [29]. Fuzzy control [30][31] is also a research
topic in computing systems mainly on admission control to get
a better quality of service. Adaptive fuzzy control is applied for
utilization management of periodic tasks [32], where the
utilization is defined as the ratio of the estimated execution time
to the task period. Fuzzy inference is carried out to decide the
threshold over which the QoS of tasks should be degraded or
even incoming tasks be rejected. In this work, execution time
estimation must be provided, which is not feasible for some
applications.
A recent study relevant to our work [33] focused on
providing predictable execution so as to meet the deadlines of
tasks. Virtualization technology is applied to implement the
so-called performance container and compute throttling
framework, to realize the “controlled time-sharing” of high
performance computing resources. System identification is
carried out to establish the model of controlled object and a
proportional and integral (PI) controller is used. This work has
similar motivation with ours, while we adopt the model-free
fuzzy control approach given the nature of the considered data
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[6]

streaming applications.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we provide a new approach for co-scheduling
and co-allocation of virtualized resources for data streaming
and processing. Fuzzy logic control of CPU resources and
iterative bandwidth allocation are implemented for integrated
and coordinated resource management. Experimental results
show the good performance in resource utilization, data
throughput and robustness of the approach, in comparison with
several other methods with less adaptability to dynamic
environments.
In further work, besides CPU and bandwidth, we plan to
investigate virtualized network and elastic storage allocation.
More complex scenarios, such as workflows [34][42], service
composition [35], and economical provisioning [47] will be
considered. In these scenarios VMs can be used for each stage
in a process and optimized to achieve a balanced resource
allocation and thus a better overall performance.
Virtualization technology has been applied in the LIGO
community for data analysis software development [45]. In
future virtualization based dynamic control will become more
crucial for larger-scale runtime LIGO data streaming and
processing, since the development of next generation of
gravitational wave detectors [46] will involve much larger
amount of data and require more computation and network
resources.
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